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The problem with diets is that they really like to eat. We enjoy the wonderful tastes and smells that
accompany our meals. Our modern society and the global economy have given us the opportunity
to enjoy the best flavors the world has to offer, at almost any time of year.

It is a challenge (to say the least) to reduce our caloric intake as most of the calories in our diet
comes from the food that adds flavor and consistency that we like.

This is the dilemma that inspired the chef David Burke to head to the lab for a bit of research and
development. The result of their efforts is a wonderful new product line called the flavor spray diet.
These sprays taste is sure to revolutionize the food industry.

Flavor Spray Diet Chef Burke is to help people fighting the battle of the bulge to level the playing
field. Sprays flavor is a mixture of knife FDA approved natural and artificial flavors that can be
sprinkled on food quite simple, healthy, transforming them into delicious treats.

The kicker is this - the flavors did not increase the caloric content of food for a tip! So, these little
beauties provide a flavor shot, without even a portion of calories! In fact, the flavor sprays contain:

* No calories

* Fat

* No cholesterol

* No Sugar

* Without carbohydrates

With the flavor spray diet, able to eliminate their sauces, salad dressings, sauces and dressings
without feeling like you're eating hot cardboard. The flavors of the foods you can eat are easily
enhanced without adding calories or fat.

Flavor sprays work well with low-fat diets, low carb diets, diet points calorie counting diet or any
other diets. Because aerosols have flavor without sugar, which are a great way for diabetics to enjoy
the flavors that no diet diet allows. Sprays come in more flavors than twenty different flavors:

- Flavor spray Flavor Spray classic flavors include buttery, Parmesan cheese Spray, spray-smoked
bacon, tomato and basil, and Spray Ranch.

- Exotic flavors Flavors include flavors such as spray spray Memphis BBQ, Teriyaki, ice blue salt
spray and spray hot and sour.

- Spray sweet flavors including flavors like Banana Split Spray, Spray Chocolate Fudge,
Marshmallow Spray, and spray cheese.

- Flavor Spray fruit flavors include flavors such as Mango Aerosol Spray pineapple, kiwi spray and
spray Blueberry.
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